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See how highly correlated the crime data is to the population of King County. This is no accident of course. As Also check out the
out the rest of the data and charts attached above in the Excel spread sheet which I recently put together. The data came
from Washington Assoc. of sheriffs and Police Chiefs. http://www.waspc.org/index.php?c=Crime%20Statistics .
The first thing that caught my eye was the drop of King County population starting about 1991.
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This is one of the best articles I have read on the illegitimacy of direct taxes.
http://mwhodges.home.att.net/tax-history.htm
This will give you a visual of how central government via central banks take a perfectly beautiful country and make it worthless
because of their greed.

http://www.financialsense.com/editorials/hodges/2007/0924.html
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Once society and government disintegrates into "helping" others or helping causes or helping foreign nations through force, this is
this is the beginning of the end of that society. The American model of "helping" has long ago become dysfunctional and now is
clearly criminal.
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The nation and people who loose faith in themselves to help each other voluntarily by their own free will and free choice take the
low road to societal extinction. I see this over and over in our history. Semantic swindling of the true meaning of our
fundemental principals, value, virtues and even our language and words have been inverted and taken.
Many of our best and brightest have been duped into a low esteem that someone or something needs to take care of them at any
price, somehow. Over half of 300 million Americans believe that the government and corporations are in business to take care of
of them, directly or indirectly. Y et both of these entities are artificial and legal fiction man made groups. They are ruled by wizards
wizards not unlike the Wizard of OZ. They are empty suits, with big degrees and high IQ's, who have no clue what freedom and
liberty and unalienable rights mean. These groups are spreading like a the bubonic plague across the world to taken the life and
breath from every man, women and child.
We have created a class of inhuman political groups who have empowered themselves with God like powers who were
never given authority or jurisdiction over even their own invented artificial groups, let alone the birth rights of the natural born
sovereign and free state Citizens of America.
The Mayor of Enumclaw, John Wise would be a tyrant compared to any of the worst minds I saw at The Boeing Company. King
King County Council members would be the worst of the worst . Washington State government does not even show up on the scale
scale of empowerment of the rights, freedoms and liberty, nor does our federal government. This may be difficult for those in
government or new to the freedom movement to believe but it is a real perspective of contrast. Government from the little towns
little towns like Enumclaw to our largest cities have become predatory through an explosion of ignorance of our most fundemental
fundemental Laws of Nature and Natures God.
While you can say the corporate mind is not here to set us free or protect us, you can certainly expect those in government to be
obedient to those fundemental virtues. But they are not. American welfare is a forced concept that has not surprisingly created a
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a cesspool of more taking than otherwise. As one example, only 11% of government "welfare" takings go to "welfare" types
while 50% goes to fraud per Ex Representative Fortum (sp).
By slowly giving up our individual responsibilities and usurping God from every aspect of our society, the government and the
corporations have quickly become God. Legal fiction artificial municipal corporations and private legal fiction corporations have
have usurped our traditional way of life, sent generations of our families to unnecessary wars to die, turned a nation of wealth into a
into a nation of debt, turned a sovereign nation, its sovereign states and its natural born sovereign and free state Citizens into
UNNATURAL AND UNSOVEREIGN SLAVES.
While it took a hundred years to "free" one class of Americans, we have systemically enslaved the entire population through the
criminal misuse of legal fiction laws of municipal and private corporations all invented by legal fiction wizards from the American
American Bar Association and the self made Kings Courts. They have systemically taken our God given birth rights by extortion,
extortion, larceny, plutocracy, racketeering, literal assault and battery, harassment, predatory legislation, regulation and laws upon
upon the natural born sovereign and free state Citizens. They took the English Common law which was hated by the Colonists and
and perverted that further by exploiting every private and public right of the natural born sovereign and free into a crime.
They broke up a free nation into a million takings and contrivances, bite size pieces to create an illusion, that we had free choice,
while giving us controlled few choices. They have zoned us down, strangled and regulated us to death, turned our own militia into
into our enemy, dropped our borders, ignored all our fundemental laws of the land, robbed us into and after the grave. And the
arrogant city, county, state and federal types with their illegitimate armies of liayers and black boots raid our traditional way of life
life into ugly Stepford towns with criminal trespassing rails to trails and crime ridden parks and high density bee hives and ant
colonies. They herd the unsuspecting into these sustaining corrals of indecency and they write more laws to code them when they
they start acting like insects. How utterly contrary and insane can the city governments be than this. They create the ant colony and
and the crime and then they take away there weapons to defend themselves.
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They took our uncountable birthrights immediately by leaving out a few of our rights in the initial "ratification" of the constitution
the constitution against the objection of many of the delegates. They could not obtain the necessary unanimous approval of this so
this so called constitutional so they invented Article VII to make 9 states "sufficient".
Why has it taken over two centuries for us to see this shell game?
Jack Venrick
Enumclaw, Washington

“The ideal tyranny is that which is ignorantly
self-administered by its victims. The most
perfect slaves are, therefore, those which
blissfully and unawaredly enslave themselves.”
"A truth's initial commotion is directly proportional
to how deeply the lie was believed. It wasn't the
world being round that agitated people, but that
the world wasn't flat.
When a well-packaged web of lies has been sold
gradually to the masses over generations,
the truth will seem utterly preposterous and
its speaker a raving lunatic"
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(Dresden James, Author)
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